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Worshipping God with all your
Mind
Denis Alexander has edited the CiS journal
Science and Christian Belief for 21 years. This
month he is handing the baton on to Keith
Fox, who will step down as committee Chair in
October. To mark Denis’s retirement from both
the journal and the committee, we would like
to share the story of his involvement in and
contribution to Christians in Science.
Denis Alexander’s career in science was
somewhat unusual, starting out with a 15-year
stint overseas. Here he tells about his time in the
Middle East, and why his life took this route:
‘The explosions of incoming shells boomed from just
up the street as my lab assistant carried on calmly
with her experiment set up temporarily in the

corridor. Having a lab at the American University
Hospital in West Beirut with windows facing toward
the opposing side in the civil war of the early 1980s
was not, I sometimes reflected, a smart move. But
of the dedication of the researchers in my lab there
could be no doubt. There are not many parts of
the world where scientists have to move their
experiments into the corridor to avoid shrapnel.
Being a Christian in science can lead you into some
interesting situations. In my case, after a normal
kind of start (biochemistry at Oxford followed
by a PhD in neurochemistry at the Institute of
Psychiatry in London), my Christian faith was
the direct motivation to help those who had not
received the benefits of my own education and
environment. This led to 15 years of research and
teaching in Universities in the Middle East, the
1970s being spent in Turkey and the early 1980s
in the Lebanon.

Christians in Science 2013 Northern Conference

From Particles to Patients:
A Faith Perspective on Science

Talks include:

Wisdom, suffering and
nature
Tom McLeish
Dimensions of the Spirit
Eric Middleton
Being a Christian in
Medical/Dental Leadership
Robin Seymour

Saturday 27th April
Church of St John the Evangelist, Kingston Park,
Newcastle upon Tyne
Details and registration at www.cis.org.uk/conferences
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Between Two Worlds
Judith Goodship
The ‘God Particle’
Peter Bussey

When people ask “What got you into Immunology
research?” (my present field), my answer is always the
same: “It was thanks to President Reagan!” In 1986
President Reagan ordered the bombing of Libya and the
planes took off from the UK to carry out this crazy mission.
Understandably the Arab countries were outraged and
retaliations started in Beirut (including the kidnapping of
Brian Keenan and John McCarthy). Our Lebanese friends
all said “We love you, please leave now”, so we did, our
third and final evacuation as a family from West Beirut,
leaving the experiments on the lab bench just as they
were. Arriving back in the UK without home or job, the
position that opened up
(at the ICRF in London,
now Cancer Research
UK) was in studying
signalling
pathways
in lymphocytes. So
that’s how I came into
Molecular Immunology
research, which is a
fantastic field to be in
and I’ve enjoyed being
in it ever since.

Union, of which Denis became president. Another
big influence was Francis Schaeffer, who equipped
a whole generation of Christian students to engage
with the rapidly changing social and cultural world
of the 1960s. Yet another was Denis’ own tutor in
biochemistry at St. Peter’s College, Arthur Peacocke,
later to become an important thinker and writer in the
science-religion field. As a PhD student at the Institute
of Psychiatry in London, Denis continued to bring his
faith and work together, meeting for weekly prayer
and Bible study with a group of Christians at the nextdoor Maudsley Hospital.

Denis has been involved in the science-faith arena since
he was a student and there were several important role
models during his time at Oxford. One was Donald
MacKay from Keele University who visited to give
talks, often to the Oxford Inter-Collegiate Christian

Denis used to give talks to student groups on science
and faith during his time in London, but went overseas
as soon as his PhD was completed (in just two years
and three months), so was never really involved in
CiS activities until after his return to the UK in 1986.

In the early seventies,
Denis’ older brother
set up Lion Publishing,
and, just as he was
finishing his PhD, Denis
was
commissioned
to write a popular
level
introductory
book on science and
faith. Beyond Science
was duly published in
1972, and sold well.
The point is that if you
Denis was only 25
put God first in your
when he embarked
career, be it science or
on writing this his
anything else, then He
first book, completed
will sort out the details.
within 9 months, and
Denis and Tina in their Ankara days in 1976
The important part is
he looks back with a
to get your priorities right. I have been a Christian all bit of a shudder at the thought of tackling such a big
through my research life ever since starting my PhD. I inter-disciplinary subject so early in his career. Having
have always found science and faith to mesh beautifully. said that, it’s clear that you’re never too young to start
God has made an amazing universe and it is a privilege writing; the book spoke to his contemporaries and
to be involved in coming to understand it just a little filled a gap at a time when few science-faith books
bit better. In fact, that growth in understanding is part were around. It was another thirty years before
of our worship as Christians. And the same God who Denis’s next science – faith book Rebuilding the Matrix
creates and sustains the universe is the personal God emerged, although he published various other books
who is with us through the challenges and nitty-gritty in the interim, some under the nom de plume ‘Bruce
details of our lives.’
Farnham’.
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It was in the late 1980s that he was invited to join the
CiS National Committee and then, after a few years,
to become Editor of the newly established journal
Science and Christian Belief. The journal began life
in 1989 by the fusion of two separate publications
from CiS and the Victoria Institute, who remain its cosponsors to the present day. Oliver Barclay, long-time
General Secretary of what is now the Universities and
Colleges Christian Fellowship, was the first journal
Editor. When Denis took over as Editor in 1992,
Brian Robins from the Victoria Institute was the book
reviews editor.
Being a new journal at the
time, it was still necessary to
evoke submissions by targeting
authors in order to ensure that
each issue was filled with high
quality articles. Since the mid1990s, however, that strategy
became no longer necessary
as the journal became better
known, and there has been a
steady increase in submissions
over the years as the field
of science and religion has
become better established
within academia. Out of the
89 articles submitted over the
period April 2007 – April 2012
(9 Issues), Denis reports, 29
were accepted for publication, giving a one-out-ofthree acceptance rate, which has remained a fairly
steady average over the past two decades.
Holding down a full-time job during the 21 years
that Denis has been Editor of the journal has been
challenging at times. As he reports, “The work of a
journal editor is like the proverbial iceberg with 7/8ths
of the effort out of view”. It is rare that articles sail into
print without revision; in practice, virtually every
submitted article goes through at least one round of
revision, and often more, before being accepted for
publication. But as Denis also reports, “The rewards
are substantial. It is a great way to keep in touch with
the science-faith field and encouraging new authors into
print is always a privilege and a pleasure”. One aspect
3

of the work that the reader never sees is the admin
work involved, for example the annual meetings of
the Editorial Committee which are traditionally held in
the Debenhams tea-house in Oxford Street, London.
The journal became so successful that some years
ago there was a bid by Cambridge University Press
to take it over, but following protracted negotiations
it became clear that CUP’s aspirations for the journal
were incompatible with those of the co-sponsors, and
so the proposal was eventually shelved.
Over the period 1989-2008,
Denis carried out research
in Biochemical Immunology
at The Babraham Institute,
Cambridge, where he was
Head of the Laboratory of
Lymphocyte Signalling and
Development and Chair of
the Molecular Immunology
Programme. In 2006 Denis
set up The Faraday Institute
for Science and Religion with
geophysicist and friend Bob
White, based at St. Edmund’s
College, Cambridge, where
both he and Bob are fellows.
The two scientists had coauthored a book together
(Beyond Belief, 2005), and
previously organised a lecture series on science and
religion. As Denis remarks, “Co-authoring a book is
the biggest test of friendship you can imagine”. But the
friendship continued to flourish. Denis finally closed
his lab at Babraham in 2008 to work full-time at The
Faraday Institute, serving as Director for its first seven
years, handing over to Bob on Oct 1st 2012.
The aim of The Faraday Institute is to provide a place
where scientists can be equipped to think about science
and faith in a positive way. Combining both academic
rigour and popular level engagement, the Institute
continues to make its mark internationally as a centre
of excellence for science and religion. Cambridge
University posts all the Institute’s outputs on their website (www.sms.cam.ac.uk/institution/FARADAY) and

London Conference - Science,
education and secularism
This year’s CiS London Conference will take place
on the 2nd November and will be on the theme
of Science, Education and Secularism. Speakers
include Professor Michael Reiss, Dr Dominic
Erdozain, Bishop Richard Cheetham, Mr Michael
Poole and Dr Berry Billingsley. Be sure to save
the date - this is not an event to be missed! More
detials to follow soon.
they were viewed more than 400,000 times during
2012.
“Being paid for doing fun things is a great feature of
scientific research”, says Denis, “but that’s true just
as much in the science and faith arena as well”. One
of those ‘fun things’ for Denis involves his passion
for writing and his Faraday Institute phase of life has
provided time to publish a further string of books,
including Creation or Evolution Do We Have to
Choose? (2008), Biology and Ideology From Descartes
to Dawkins (2010, co-edited with Ronald Numbers),
and The Language of Genetics -an Introduction (2011).
In December 2012 Denis gave the Gifford Lectures
at St. Andrews University under the title ‘Genes,
Determinism and God’ and these are now being
expanded into a major academic book on the topic.
The ‘Faraday phase’ of life has also enabled Denis to
spend far more time speaking on science and faith both
in the UK and internationally, giving talks and radio
interviews, often more than 70 times a year. Serving
as a trustee of the various Templeton Foundations also
now takes up a considerable slice of Denis’ time.
Denis Alexander has contributed much to the
dialogue between science and Christianity, both in
the UK and abroad. Through Christians in Science
and The Faraday Institute he has given many young
people opportunities to get involved at different levels,
from attending courses and conferences, to careers
(including mine).
I asked him what he felt was important about this area
of thinking that led him to devote so much time to it.
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He responded that, “I think that being salt and light
in whatever sphere of life God places you involves using
your mind to integrate your faith with your daily work.
That’s a truism for any Christian but is a particularly
potent challenge for the scientist who spends every
day investigating God’s creation and finding out how it
works. It distresses me that some Christian scientists
can go through life and do some great science without
any attempt at relating their work to their faith. Equally
a driver for me in this field is evangelism. So many
people are prevented from hearing the Gospel clearly
because of a thicket of misunderstandings, often related
to the science-faith arena. Hacking away some of
those misunderstandings can lead to people becoming
Christians, and I have certainly seen that happen”.
The committee and trustees of Christians in Science
would like to heartily and sincerely thank Dr Denis
Alexander for his long and tireless service, both as
Editor of Science and Christian Belief and as a member
of the committee.
By Ruth Bancewicz, CiS trustee
and Research Associate at The
Faraday Institute, and Denis
Alexander.
Ruth’s blog, Science and
Belief, can be found at http://
scienceandbelief.org.
Could you be the next CiS
Development Officer?
After three years as CiS Development Officer,
Becky Lowton feels it is time to step down from
the post in June to take up a place teacher training.
We will shortly be advertising the position formally,
but if you know of anyone energetic and enthusiastic
who might be interested in taking on this exciting,
varied and demanding role, please encourage
them to contact Becky or Diana (becky@cis.org.
uk, secretary@cis.org.uk) for more information.
Becky would like to thank the CiS membership,
committee and trustees for all of their help, support
and encouragement over the last three years.

local group news
If you live somewhere that does not have a CiS local
group but you wish it did, please get in touch with
the Development Officer, (becky@cis.org.uk) about
starting up a new group in your area.
There is currently interest in forming CiS groups in
several centres around the UK. Please contact the
people listed if you are interested in getting involved.
St Andrews Rebecca Goss, rjmg@st-andrews.ac.uk
London Emily Jesper, emilyjesper@gmail.com
Aberdeen

bristol
The next meeting of the CiS Bristol group will take
place at 19.30 on the 7th June at Tyndale Baptist
Church, Whiteladies Rd, Bristol, BS8 2QG. Professor
John Wyatt will be joining us to discuss “Beginning Life
in a Brave New World”.
Please e-mail cmbbiggs@googlemail.com for more
information or to be added onto the mailing list.
CAMBRIDGE
For details of upcoming events in Cambridge please
go to www.st-edmunds.cam.ac.uk/faraday/Lectures.
php.
CENTRAL SOUTH
Dr Allan Chapman (Oxford University) will be joining
us in the Central South Group at 19.30 on Tuesday
30th April to speak on “Slaying the Dragons: Destroying
myths in the history of science and faith”. The talk will
take place in Lecture Theatre A, Building 46 (Physics
A), Southampton University.

A new local group has been established in
Aberdeen. If you would like more information
about happenings in this area please e-mail David
Ely, david_a_ely@yahoo.co.uk.
Worcester

Recordings of previous events in the Central South
group can be found on our webpage www.cis.org.
uk/groups/central-south/. If you would like more
information about the group please go to our webpage
or e-mail simon@cis.org.uk.

We’re excited to report that the Worcester Bible &
Science group has recenlty affiliated with Christians
in Science. The Bible & Science group has been
established for a number of years, promoting
intelligent debate about faith in a scientific context.
If you would like more information about the group
please contact Ann Coyle at ann@thecoyles.
freeserve.co.uk.

Durham
Contact Alan Roberts (a.w.roberts@durham.ac.uk)
for information about future events in Durham.

Local Groups
abergavenny
If you would like to get involved with the CiS discussion
group in Abergavenny please contact Dr Huw Morgan
on jhcmorgan@gmail.com.
Birmingham & West Midlands
In February the Birmingham group welcomed Rev
Dr Ernest Lucas who spoke to a group of around 75
people on “Does Evolution Contradict Genesis?”.
If you would like details of future happenings in
Birmingham and the West Midlands please e-mail
Daniel Holt at danholt92@gmail.com or join the
Birmingham CiS Facebook group www.facebook.
com/groups/ciscbirmingham/.

Edinburgh
Gavin is looking for people to help him run the
Edinburgh group. If you would be interested in helping
out, or would like more details about the group, please
e-mail Gavin Merrifield (g.d.merrifield@ed.ac.uk).
Glasgow
If you live in the Glasgow area and are interested in
being part of a CiS local group, please get in touch with
Dr Lawrence Osborn (lawrence@lhosborn.co.uk).
Harrow
Sir John Polkinghorne joined us in Harrow on the
14th March to speak on “A Scientist’s View of Life After
Death”.
For details of future events please contact Revd
Lyndon North (revlnorth@aol.com, 07747 638783).

Daffodil and Ladybird images courtesy of winjohn and sakuraki92, respectively, at Stock.XCHNGE photo: http://www.sxc.hu/
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Ipswich
For information about future events in Ipswich please
contact Dr John Ling (jjling@btopenworld.com).
Ireland
Details about upcoming Ireland events can be found
on our website www.cis.org.uk/ireland/, or contact
Peter van der Burgt (peter.vanderburgt@nuim.ie).
LIVERPOOL
The Liverpool group continues to meet on the last
Wednesday of every month in term time at 17.30
in the Anglican Chaplaincy, Mulberry Court. Contact
Neville Cobbe for more information (Neville.cobbe@
liverpool.ac.uk).
Leeds
Our next meeting will take place in late spring. Please
contact John Lockwood (jglockwood1@me.com) for
details or to be added onto the mailing list.
MANCHESTER
CiS Manchester will be meeting on the 8th May at
Cafe Muse, The Manchester Museum, Oxford Rd,
M13 9RN. Dr Philip Lewis (Consultant Cardiologist,
at Stepping Hill Hospital, Stockport) will be speaking
on “Is God interested in the human heart?”
E-mail Becky Lowton (rebecca.lowton@googlemail.
com) if you would like further details or to be added
onto the mailing list.
norwich
Please contact info@cis.norwich.org.uk for details
about upcoming events in the Norwich area.
nottingham
The Nottingham group meets regularly for discussion
about science - faith topics. Please contact Geoff
Bagley (geoffbagley@me.com) if you would like
further information.
Oxford
If you would like information about events in Oxford
please e-mail Dr Diana Briggs on diana.briggs@
wolfson.oxon.org.
Sheffield
The Sheffield group meets every Monday evening
during university term time at 6pm in the Hicks
Building room F30.

Our next public lecture will take place on Thursday
18th April during which Dr Denis Alexander will speak
on “Creation or Evolution: Do we have to choose?”.
The lecture will begin at 18.00 in the Richard Roberts
Auditorium.
To find out about happenings in Sheffield or to be
added on to our mailing list please e-mail shefuni.
cisc@gmail.com or join our Facebook group www.
facebook.com/groups/shefuni.cisc/.
south west
The South West group ran a Symposium on Assisted
Dying with the Plymouth University Chaplaincy and the
Derriford Hospital Chaplaincy in late February. Prof
John Bryant (Emeritus Professor of Bioethics, Exeter)
and Dr Jeff Stephenson, (Consultant in Palliative
Medicine, St Luke’s Hospice) addressed a group of
over 100 people during the event, which was chaired
by the Bishop of Exeter, Rt Revd Michael Langrish.
Please contact Prof. David Huntley (dhuntley@
plymouth.ac.uk) for details of events in the South West.
SURREY
For details about future events in the Surrey
area please contact Joy Perkins at joyeperkins@
googlemail.com.
Tyneside and Northumberland
The new Tyneside and Northumberland group was
launched in February with an excellent talk by David
Wilkinson on ‘Science and Christian Faith - Discord
or Harmony?’. The event was attended by about 40
people and generated lots of questions and discussion.
The group will host the CiS Northern Conference on
the 27th April (details at www.cis.org.uk/conferences)
and are planning events over the summer and a talk at
the British Science Festival in September.
For details of future events please e-mail Peter
Donaldson (peter.donaldson@newcastle.ac.uk).
Submissions for the next PrÉCiS
We would love to receive your contributions for
the next issue of PréCiS. Please send details of any
events, conferences, books and other news you
would like included to Becky Lowton at becky@
cis.org.uk by the 10th June.
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